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City to transfer funds
to fix theater ceiling
By Bob Piombo
The San Jose City Council agreed and rigging contractor.
The council’s vote was 6-1, with Collo
Monday to provide $2.1 million for
repairs and improvements of the the lone "no" vote.
The council also approved a
Community Theatre by transferring
municipal code amendment requiring
funds from other city projects.
The city estimates it will need $2.7 flower vendors to obtain a city permit
million to repair the theatre. There is to sell on street corners.
$570,000 in the Community Theatre
The permit will cost $12.50 and will be
Fund.
for a specified location. The vendor will
The city plans to transfer $100,000 be required to carry insurance up to
from the Civic Improvement Authority, $100,000 for property damage and
$319,000 from unallocated revenue $500,000 for personal injury.
Permits must be renewed annually,
sharing monies, $500,000 from an
overpass construction project, $640,000 with no more than 60 permits a year
from a proposed bond sale, and $590,000 allowed.
from the Cash Reserve Fund to finance
The vote was 5-2 with Councilmen
the repairs.
Roy Naylor and Collo dissenting.
Councilman Al Garza commented
The amendment will go into effect
that the $300,000 from the revenue Jan. 1, 1974.
sharing program should go toward
The council gave tentative approval
"social action" projects.
for a crafts fair to be held in December
Vice-mayor Janet Gray Hayes said at the City Plaza Park.
she received extensive criticism from
Councilman Jim Self said the fair
residents concerning the theater.
would be important "to involve people
We have to get that albatross in the in a situation where they could relate to
air and the ceiling back up," she said. seeing goods actually made instead of
Councilman Joe Collo called the just mass-produced."
proposal a "magician’s act," and hoped
The fair would involve no cash exthe council could get other funds in case penditures for the city, according to
of an emergency.
Mike Warfield, organizer of the fair.
The council approved the fair on the
Mayor Norman Mineta explained the
transfer of funds was temporary, and condition that the administration staff
the city expects to be reimbursed by the evaluate the claim of no cash exlawsuit against the theater architect penditures for the city.

Secretary to Allende widow
will speak on Chilean coup
Fernanda Navarro, secretary to
Hortensia Allende, ( widow of former
Chilean president Salvador Allende)
will speak on the recent Chilean coup
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. at Sacred Heart
School in San Jose.
Navarro accompanied Allende on the
first plane flight out of Chile to Mexico

after the military overthrow of her
husband’s government. She will speak
as the guest of the Emergency Committee to Defend Democracy in Chile.
The Sacred Heart School is located on
the corner of Edwards and Locust
streets, one block north of Willow
Street.

Radio message system
open to SJSU profs
SJSU professors are invited to participate in the BIT (Basic Instructional
Transmit i program by submitting 60 second messages (approximately 100 words)
to local radio stations on topics of interest in the academic area, according to the
office of Dr. Hobert W. Burns, academic vice president.
The messages are taped on campus in the KSJS studio in the professors own
voice, duplicated and sent directly to radio stations KLIV and KARA when
prepared. The BITS are also heard on stations KXRX and KSJS.
Professors are not restricted to their areas of expertise when submitting a tape.
Any subject can be discussed as long as it is non-partisan, non -editorial and factual.
For more information, contact Brian Prows at Tower Hall 108, phone 277-2255.
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V.A. counselor Ray Licano works out proposal

Policy proposal eases
vets’ finance problems
A revision in the enrollment process has been proposed by Ray C. Licano,
outreach counselor for the Office of Veterans Affairs.
At present, the university does not consider a student officially enrolled until he
pays his fees. This practice imposes an extra hardship for the more than 3,500
veterans on campus, Licano said.
During the first few weeks of the semester especially the fall semester most
students are faced with heavier-than-normal expenses, he said. Delays in the
monthly allotment checks from the U.S. Treasury Department cause a strain on
many veterans’ checking accounts, he added.
Licano proposed the university make use of the legal term "intent" to classify
veterans as officially enrolled.
The idea is, if a veteran shows his intent to register by showing up during
enrollment and obtaining his classes he would be certified by the university as
enrolled.
The new procedure, if implemented, would allow the SJSU vet to get his
enrollment certified with the Veterans Administration. This would mean the
Veterans Administration would be solely responsible for late checks.

S.U. Ballroom to be decorated
The S.U. Board of Governors voted
yesterday to commission an SJSU art
instructor to decorate the west wall of
the S.U. Ballroom.
Patti Henry, whose rugs, macrame
hammock and lima bean couch filled
the front room of the Art Gallery in its
first display this semester, will weave
three rugs for the wall at a cost of
$6,600.
"Patti Henry’s rugs will serve two
purposes," S.U. Director Ron Barrett
said. "They will provide esthetic value
for the area which is the first people see
when they walk into the ballroom, and
will also be acoustical," he stated.

Shortage of paper causes
increase in bookstore prices
By Susan Hathaway
Ecology may be causing textbook
prices to increi se, according to Harry
Wineroth, manager of the Spartan
Bookstore.
Prices on paper products will be
gradually rising, with Spartan
Bookstore prices rising about seven per
cent annually. There might be some
price rises in the spring, but "it’s in the
fall you’ll see it," said Wineroth.
"Paper products throughout the
United States are in scarce supply right
now," said Wineroth. "Some of the
basic reasons are the clean air and

City officials
meet today
A symposium of community
leaders and workers will be held
today in the S.U. Ballroom beginning at 1:30 p.m.
The event is sponsored by Community of Communities, a service
for local board and care homes
backed by Santa Clara County and
the A.S. Students.
According to a Community of
Communities member, the symDan
feature
will
posium
McCorquodale, county supervisor;
San Jose Vice Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes, County Mental Health C’hief
Planner Dr. Basil Smith; Dorothjy
Ellenburg, Community Action
Planning; Doug Spinelli, Campus
Community Improvement
Association.
Also scheduled for the meeting are
San Jose council-members Susanne
Wilson, Al Garza, and Jim Self.

ecology groups who have set up
regulations
whereby
paper
manufacturers must provide clean air.
paper
mills
who
can
"There are many
no longer comply with these
regulations, so they’ve closed down
some of them," Wineroth said.
The paper mills that are left aren’t
making cheaper paper, like newsprint
and 60-pound book paper, according to
Wineroth. "They are finding they can
make more money producing higher
priced paper," he said.
Thus many publishers are holding
off on reprinting unless they are
assured the book is going to sell well,
said Wineroth. Due to this shortage, the
Spartan Bookstore has raised prices on
all paper products five per cent since
last spring, according to Wineroth.
This shortage, which has been in
effect for about a year, said Wineroth,
will last five years according to all
projections.
"It’s just like beef or milk," he added, when the suppliers raise prices,
these increases are bumped along to
the consumer. The mark-up on textbooks at the Spartan Bookstore is 20 per
cent, "so if the manufacturers raise
their prices, we raise ours," said
Wineroth.
To combat this shortage, Wineroth
said some manufacturers are keeping
prices stable, but decreasing the size of
the product. A 25-cent tablet that formerly had 100 sheets, might now have
only 80.
The paper shortage has also
eliminated the manufacture of some
products, according to Wineroth. He
said that Zellerbach, a main supplier
for the Spartan Bookstore, no longer
produces five or six different items,
such as bond paper. Wineroth said that
cotton, such as that used in tee-shirts

and sweat-shirts, has also been difficult
to get.
Wineroth hopes to acquire more used
texts in order to ease the financial
burden to students, but other
bookstores will be attempting the same.
"It’s a dog-eat-dog business," he noted.
Wineroth said the problem will
rectified
when
eventually
be
manufacturers begin building paper
mills which are ecologically sound.
Robert Winegardner, manager of
Robert’s Bookstore, was unaware of the
paper shortage, but said Robert’s
prices would probably increase. "When
the manufacturers raise their prices,
we raise ours," he said.
Shirley Horsley, bookkeeper at Cal
Book Co., said prices there on some
books have risen 50 cents or a dollar.
"Hardbound texts have increased the
most," she said.

Common Cause
goes before A.S.
Common Cause will present oral
arguments concerning Proposition One
on the November ballot and an
initiative under preparation concerning
campaign practices at the A.S. Council
meeting today at 3 p.m.
Two representatives from the
Women’s (’enter will also be at the
meeting in the council chambers on the
second level of the Student Union.
A seminar on group decision making
will be conducted by two campus
counseling center representatives after
the formal council meeting ends. The
seminar’s purpose is to enable council
members to conduct meetings efficiently and learn how to reach
decisions quickly.

The three proposed rug hangings, one
12 x 16 and two 10 x 14’s will involve four
to six months of work, according to
Henry, who submitted sketches and
color schemes to the board before it
gave final approval. They are expected
to be completed by April or May.

’Operation Open’
fights discrimination
By Russ Brown
You don’t see the "White Only" or
"No Blacks" signs anymore, but racial
discrimination in housing is still a
major problem in the campus area
according to Evelyn Robinson,
assistant housing director at SJSU.
In response to claims of racial
discrimination, Robinson said the
housing office plans to begin a program
called "Operation Open" to investigate
and verify these complaints.
"We are definitely going to set up the
machinery
to
combat
racial
discrimination this semester," she
said.
Role playing
The essential machinery that runs
Operation Open will be a group of
racially mixed volunteer "checkers."
If a non-White person suspects
discrimination on racial grounds, a
White checker will be sent to investigate through "role playing."
The checker assumes as many of the
characteristics of the complaining
party as possible. This includes age,
income, marital status and occupation,
leaving only race as the distinguishing
factor.
If the landlord offers the checker a
house or apartment that was denied the
minority renter, there may be grounds
to bring action for violation of the state
Fair Housing Act.
Rumford Act
The Rumford Fair Housing Act,
passed in 1963, declares, "The practice
of discrimination because of race,
color, religion, national origin, or ancestry in housing accommodations is
declared to be against public policy."
If, however, the landlord’s story
remains consistent for both renter and
checker, it is assumed that race is not a
factor.
Occasionally a second checker, this
time Black, will be sent to further
determine the landlord’s attitude
toward minority renters.
If discrimination can be confirmed,
the housing office and client may
contact one of several volunteer lawyer
groups and:
File suit in federal court immediately.
Refer the case to an appropriate
state or local agency such as the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
Confront the landlord with the
evidence and advise him of the legal
consequences. Often the landlord will
offer the client an apartment if
confronted with a strong case.
Major problem
Robinson ranks racial discrimination
second only to health and sanitation as
the major problem in local housing.
She finds Blacks and Chicanos most
discriminated against. Robinson
blames stereotyping of them as loud,
destructive renters as the greatest
reason for discrimination. The
stereotyping she says, "usually occurs
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Evelyn Robinson
at the manager level."
"Oriental students occasionally
experience reverse discrimination,"
says Robinson. Again, she believes the
quiet, studious stereotype that makes
Asian students appear to be desirable
tenants to some landlords.
According to Robinson, landlords are
quite sophisticated in getting around
anti -discrimination laws.
A 1971 study of housing practices in
Palo Alto, conducted by the Midpeninsula Citizens for Fair Housing,
revealed numerous subtle ways in
which Blacks are discriminated
against
Credit check
The most common means of
discouraging Black renters is requiring
a credit check and more extensive
references than of the White renter.
One Black was told there would be a
two to three day wait for a credit check
while a White checker at the same
apartment was told there would be no
credit check and he could move in
immediately. These differing credit
standards occured in over half of the
apartments surveyed.
Few cases
Despite
efforts
to
combat
discrimination in housing, it is rare that
cases are taken to court because of the
time and trouble involved.
A 1971 University of Santa Clara
study of fair housing drew these conclusions:
There are no effective government
agencies in Santa Clara County
working to enforce compliance with
the fair housing laws.
The process of a discrimination suit
is slow and tedious, requiring the
person discriminated against to find
alternative housing regardless of the
ultimate outcome of the complaints.
The monetary remedy of a successful suit is not sufficient to create
the incentive to see the suit through.

Local representatives offices report
public responses favor impeachment
The local offices of two U.S.
representatives in the Bay Area report
the vast majority of letters and
telegrams received favor the impeachment of the President.
Elizabeth Moore, aide to Rep. Paul
McCloskey, R-San Mateo, reported the
number letters favoring impeachment
outnumber those against impeachment
by a ratio of 20 to one.
The number received by McCloskey’s
local office is 580 favoring impeachment with 21 against.
McCloskey, an outspoken opponent of
the President, introduced a resolution
calling for the impeachment of
President Nixon. He is the only

Republican member of Congress to
publicly call for the President to resign
or be impeached. McCloskey ran
against Nixon in last year’s New
Hampshire primary.
An assistant to Rep. Don Edwards, DSanta Clara, reported receiving
"Hundreds of letters and telegrams"
supporting impeachment and only "one
or two" opposing impeachment.
In Washington, Rep. Edwards said he
has received about 1300 letters and
telegrams. Only 40 or 50 favor the
President. Edwards is a member of the
Judiciary Committee which will begin
public hearings on the issue of impeachment. No date has yet been set for

those hearings.
"We will be working on this full
time," the representative said in an
interview. "We’ve hired extra staff to
help our regular staff and the Speaker
has promised extra funds if they’re
needed."
Edwards refused to state his own
views on the issue, saying "It would be
inappropriate to prejudge on this
matter."
Following the President’s decision
last week to release the controversial
Watergate tapes, the flow of mail
calling for his impeachment subsided
somewhat at both representatives’
home offices.

More than just echoes

Ghosts a modern-day threat
By Rodi Shemeta
Special to the Daily
Take a quick look over your shoulder and walk a little
faster. Those footsteps are not echoings, products of the
imagination or your faulty hearing aid. They’re ghosts.
Pooh, you say. Every 5-year-old thinks there’s "no such
thing as ghosts." But what do-5-year-olds know, anyway?
Ghosts, you say, exist only in ancient ruins of castles and
deserted graveyards. Yet ghosts have been found in brand
new tract homes and in metropolitan areas such as New York
City.
One famous ghost-tracker is Hans Holzer, author of the
book "Psychic Investigator." He says a ghost is usually
someone who is troubled because of the abnormal amount of
suffering he went through just before dying, or in the process
of death.
"They cannot make the transition from their physical state
into the spiritual one," says Holzer. "There is emotional
shock induced by sudden death and suffering they cannot
understand what is happening to them."
Sonic ghosts continually reenact the last few minutes of
their life until they finally understand what has happened to
them. Some go on indefinitely.
One such case involved a young college man living in the
dormitory of an English boarding school. The students and
faculty all slept in the same building.
Every morning at 2 the young man heard footsteps coming
from the headmaster’s room and then proceeding down the
hall past his room and into the bathroom where the footsteps
stopped and never returned.
When he finally decided to investigate one night, he

discovered that there was no one in the hall, though he heard
the footsteps distinctly a few feet away.
The same thing happened night after night, so the young
man decided to do some checking around the school for an
explanation.
He finally discovered that many years before, a previous
headmaster had walked down that very hall one night, gone
into the bathroom and hanged himself.
Some ghosts can be downright ornery. One type of
troublesome ghost is called a poltergeist, and its favorite
trick is throwing things often plates and dishes, but also
rocks. No one ever discovers the source of these rocks, but
when picked up, they are often either very cold or quite hot to
the touch.
A used car dealer in Lynwood, Calif., found himself the
target of a poltergeist attack in 1960. After an hour of being
peppered with nuts, bolts, and rocks, the puzzled dealer
called the police.
The rock -throwing continued all day while 18 members of
the police force scoured the neighborhood and discovered
nothing.
Even though the objects were coming from a block away,
there was enough force behind them to put minor dents on at
least 10 cars. Psychic researchers believed it was a clear
case of poltergeist pranks, but the police did not, in spite of
the fact that the case had clearly baffled them.
So, you see, ghosts are there. Don’t say you weren’t warned, should you wake to find a ghost running its icy fingers
down your back, or making scary noises from inside the
closet, or perhaps gathering rocks underneath your bed.
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Publish or ’no promotion’

crivi

Who gets the goods of promotion? President John
Bunzel is the ultimate decision-maker with the
academic futures of the faculty members. What he
decides is important becomes important.
And good teaching is simply no longer enough.
When President Bunzel signed the Academic
Council’s promotion policy in July, he added a footnote
which places new emphasis on research and
professional contributions of faculty members.
Dr. Bunzel sees his aim as encouraging the
"scholar-teacher," and upgrading the academic atmosphere on campus. A noble pursuit.
But what the president does not seem to realize is
that he is not on an ivy-league campus with professors
who see themselves as researchers. He’s at an urban
university with instructors who are juggling heavy
loads to keep teaching and advising. No room for ivory
tower idealism.
Most professors, then, interpret their roles as
teachers only. Without funds, time, or facilities, they
cannot move easily into the positions of scholars.
There is no positive reinforcement for those roles, only
the negative reward of non-promotion. Many see Dr.
Mazes new emphasis as a basic misunderstanding
of their duties in the state college system. Some are
afraid of "publish or perish."

A few exceptional professors are successfully
combining classroom commitments and research
projects, but they are not doing so to get promoted.
With faculty and student support, and often with
outside funds, they can get their articles published and
be invited to speak. They are often in fields more
readily open to research.
But other faculty members, just as dedicated and
well-informed, cannot as dramatically demonstrate
their academic worth.
It is agreed that Dr. Bunzel needs more precise
information concerning candidates for promotion,
something less vague than the phrase "top-rated." He
should not depend, however, on the number of articles
published to accurately reflect a teacher’s value.
Perhaps he should explore other means of departmental evaluation.
It is also agreed that a university should encourage
its members to do in-depth studies and make
professional contributions. All ivory-towerism aside,
there is room for great thoughts to ferment even in
San Jose.
But by requiring these contributions for promotion,
Dr. Bunzel misses the point. It’s like holding a gun to
the head of a frightened performer and demanding
that he sing. You’ll get your show, but it just ain’t
gonna be as good.
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Fine teaching above research
Sen. ;
The quality of undergraduate instruction, the
evaluation of teachers, and the role of students in the
tenure and promotion process are critical issues
facing higher education today. I would like to set forth
my personal comments and philosophy on these
issues. The principal obligation of a teacher is to
teach. Unfortunately, I believe that the teaching
obligation has, in many cases, become subrogated to
research and private and public service.
I do not mean to imply that faculty members must
be made to stop conducting research. I agree that
professors need the intellectual stimulus and
professional acclaim that they receive from research.
in addition a professor’s research findings are often
transferable to the classroom experience.
Emphasis on research
What does disturb me, however, is the fact that some
professors place so much emphasis on research that
they spend little time improving on their teahing
skills. Their class notes are out of date, their lectures
boring and their communication skills nonexistent.
Professors who concentrate on research rather than
teaching fully understand that both private and public
schools usually reward research accomplishment
rather than classroom performance. They understand
what improves their salaries and insures tenure.
The issue is how we balance quality classroom
teaching and the need for research. I think we need
more and better incentives for improving teaching.
Professors should be allowed to advance in the
academic hierarchy without having to publish or
perish.
Teaching evaluation
This reaises the serious question of how we accurately identify and evaluate teaching. As it stands
now little professional thought has been given to
teacher evaluation. An individual receives a PhD.,
perhaps never having taught a class, and is
automatically thought to possess those skills that
make for good teaching.
Graduate students who intend to teach should be
encouraged to teach classes as part of their training.
They should be closely supervised by experienced
teachers and evaluated on their performance.
Beginning college and university teachers should be
encouraged to develop coherent instructional plans.
Teachers who do not speak well or who are unable to
adequately communicate should utilize video tape
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equipment to see how they appear and sound in front
of a class. New teachers should also be closely
supervised.
Student input
Most important, student opinion of faculty members
must be actively sought by the academic departments. While a few students might give unfair
criticism. I believe most students would give a fair
and constructive assessment of a teacher’s abilities. It
is a shame that so many public and private institutions
totally disregard what students think about their
teachers.
I also believe that students can play an important
role in the tenure and promotion process. Students
must not be denied input on who is fired and hired.
They are the chief consumers of the educational
product and should not be left to take whatever the
university offers in the way of faculty.
Granted, most students do not have the necessary
experience to properly evaluate a teacher’s credentials. Most students don’t know if a Columbia Ph.D. is
better than a Yale degree. And in fact, most don’t
care.
What they do care about, and what may be more
important, is what goes on in the three, four or five
hours a week they spend with a particular professor.
They care about how the professor relates to them and
how he or she disseminates the course material.
Improving higher education
Improving the quality of classroom teaching is only
part of the answer for higher education. Without the
necessary financial and moral support the quality of
education will not be improved. In seven years
Governor Ronald Reagan has drastically reduced the
amount of money for public higher education. He has
forced the University and state college system to cut
corners, crowd classrooms and understaff the faculty.
The Governor’s crusade against students and
faculty has generally reduced the amount of support
for private schools as well.
California, once known for the best public system of
higher education in the country, is rapidly becoming
an educational wasteland because of the Governor’s
policies.
I encourage students and faculty members to join
together in a spirit of mutual respect and cooperation
to insure that we return quality and dignity to higher
education.

’White Knight’ face s old Joe
Brushing off his muddied white
horse, polishing the tarnished
armor and mounting a weakening
steed, President Richard Nixon
aimed his lance in a serious assault
on the Washington Press Corps last
Friday evening.
He accused the news media of
"outrageous, vicious and distorted
reporting" in the Watergate
coverage, implying the press was
the enemy from within.
The man in metal jousted with
newsmen throughout the 38-minute
conference, with what reporters
called a "controlled fury." Mr.
Nixon explained to one journalist it
was not anger he was expressing,
since "one can only be angry with
those he respects." But Mr. Nixon
was angry. And it showed.
These were desperate attacks by
a desperate man, but somehow, for
all the cliches and inflamatory

rhetoric, his speech has received
what seems to be widespread
support. All three major networks
have been verbally lacerated in
calls from the anti-press public.
ABC bled the most from the proNixon callers. CBS and NBC
received mixed opinions, several in
opposition to both the president and
the networks.
But on the whole, Mr. Nixon
came out of the news conference
feeling he had made an advance
against the media’s attacks.

journalistic dragons.
What is incredible and tragic is
not that so many people believe
him, but that he seems to sincerely
believe himself. Geniunely convinced
of
his
own
selfrighteousness, he rules by divine
right of kings and he will not abdicate.

Perhaps it was his mentioning of
his Midwestern parents which
appealed to his listeners, or the
cliche sentiment, "The tougher it
gets, the cooler I get."
As he lowered his lance with that
ploy, he seemed to want the press
to know he was still the protector of
Middle America, the slayer of the

So it is in character for him to
strike out, hurt and puzzled, at
newsmen who, in his opinion, seem
to have it in for him. His paranoia
of the press in 1962 left him
swearing that news conference in
California would be his last. Too
bad he didn’t make similar
promises last Friday night.

Each man does what is best for
himself; that is understandable.
But what makes Nixon so formidable is that he is oblivious to his
errors.

Editorial -------

Independence with honor
The new Watergate special prosecutor should not be
appointed by, or be responsible to, the executive
branch of government.
In theory President Nixon has promised the new
prosecutor would have "independence, total
cooperation from the executive branch," but in
practive the plan obviously falls dead.
Six months ago Congress urged the creation of a
special prosecutor as a completely independent arm
of the executive branch. Its suggestion was prompted
as an outlet to investigate possible connections between the executive branch and the Watergate coverup without danger of coercion.
The paradox of the executive branch serving as the
employer of the investigator and the object of the
investigation was not made issue until former special
prosecutor Archibald Cox tried to utilize some of the
promised "total cooperation."
Nixon refused and Cox was dismissed.
Yet the President insists that the next special
prosecutor again be employed by his branch of

government and enjoy the same "complete independence" which was given to Cox.
How long, though, will it take Nixon to surmise that
the new prosecutor is infringing on his "presidential
confidentiality" and should, therefore, be dismissed?
The Senate has proposed a hi-partisan measure
which would place the appointment of a special
prosecutor under the authority of Federal Judge John
J. Sirica. Sirica says he has no such power.
And if a special prosecutor were presently appointed by Congress, it would definitely infringe on the
Constitution’s purpose of separation of powers.
The answer lies somewhere within the original
intention of the special prosecutor’s position - an independent special prosecutor, one who would have
both "independence" and "total cooperation from the
executive branch."
And that demands a new Congressional statute.
The complexity and uniqueness of Watergate has,
from the start, called for special treatment.
This is no time to stop.

Letters to the Editor
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Editor:
Your Oct. 29 coverage of the St.
James Square rally advocating
the impeachment of Nixon
outlined who said what but failed
to mention the glaring lack of
student support. The total
assemblage totaled no more than
250 and many of those were park
inebriates who spend all their
sunny days there.
The rally announcement was
posted, albeit on short notice, on
the campuses of Santa Clara
( whose law school organized it),
Stanford and S.J.S.U., a composite totalling over 40,000
students. The fact that there were
less than 200 students at the rally
indicates clearly the egregiously
apolitical, apathetic spirit of this
composite. When less than .05 per
cent of all these students will turn
out to express their desires for
impeachment, we can no longer
ispeak of rational concern let

alone student activism.
Catching bits and pieces of
student conversations as they
basked in the sunny, grassy
quadrangle, impeachment was on
every tongue. But when asked to
make a positive commitment and
sacrifice a hour of their time, they
quickly receded into the
quagmire of passivity which has
typified the masses for millenia.
Isn’t that why Nixon’s can dictate? Isn’t that why we’ll pay 15c
more per bag of bread while
Russians eat our wheat and
American wheat brokers buy
Lear jets.
Where were you?
E.J. O’Brien

Tuition hike?
Editor:
There is a good chance that
next year’s tuition will go up
dramatically if Proposition One is
approved by the voters next
Tuesday. Many political ob-

servers think that it will pass
not by its merits, but because of
the ignorance of the voting public.
Prop. One is an amendment to the
California Constitution which
essentially puts a lid on state
expenditures. It limits state
government expenses to only 7
per cent of the total net personal
income of California’s citizens; it
does not guarantee that taxes will
go down or even remain the
same!
In fact, Prop. One would force
local
taxes
to
increase
astronomically to compensate for
cuts in local service. The State’s
Legislative Analyst estimates
that $680 million dollars would
have to be cut from the current
budgetand those cuts will hit
many state programs, especially
education your education!
It is well known that Gov.
Reagan wants to drastically
increase tuition to public schools,
and Prop. One is his latest attempt. Prop. One encourages cuts

in state aid to education, thereby
forcing the rest to be made up in
tuition hikes.
There is one thing you can do to
keep your tuition from increasing
to the $1385 per year that it now
costs to educate you (and that’s a
lot more than you’re paying
now!).
Vote no on Prop. One.
Jerry Norman
ireful support
Editor:
I have learned from your front
page article of Oct. 26, 1973 that I
was not in compliance with
Administrative Code VI, Section
42352 dealing with "distribution of
written or printed matters
devoted to the expression of
views, opinions, beliefs or contentions." Previous to your story
I was not aware of this
stipulation. I have since visited
the Office of Student Union

Scheduling and completed this
requirement.
It is true that I am a member of
the Arena Committee and for
several reasons. After having
lived in areas that have large
arenas I have learned to appreciate the type of sociocultural-entertainment
experiences provided for people of all
ages by an entertainment and
sports arena.
However, from my responsibility as the Director of
Athletics at San Jose State
University there is a more
compelling reason why I would
support Measure A at the Nov. 6th
election. Our athletic program is
suffering from small and antiquated
facilities.
We
desperately need a place for 1)
our improving basketball team to
play, 2) a place for an indoor
invitational track meet, and 3) a
place to hold certain gymnastic
and wrestling meets. At present
there is little likelihood that the

State of California would fund
such a structure and thus our only
hope is a public facility. I will
continue to look for a way to
provide facilities in which outstanding Spartan athletes can
perform.
John Caine
Director of Athletics
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Sen. Alfred E. Alquist

SPORTS PARACHUTING
free orientation
Wednesdays 8 PM

’California’s major problem: conservation of resources’
Sen. Alfred E. Alquist, I)San Jose, was the first
Democrat elected to serve
Santa Clara County’s 24th
Assembly district. In 1966,
after serving two terms as
an assemblyman, he was
elected state senator and
was re-elected in 1968 and
1972. Alquist ran for
lieutenant governor on the
Jesse Unruh ticket in 1970,
and was defeated by the
Ronald Reagan(Ed Reinecke
ticket.
The 63-year-old politician’s
legislative posts have included chairmanship of the
on
Committee
Senate
vice
Safety,
Seismic
chairmanship on the Senate
Committees of Education
and Local Government, and
membership on the Joint
Higher
on
Committee
Education.
Alquist was interviewed in
his San Jose office last
Thursday by Spartan Daily
reporters Barbara French,
George Rede and Gail
Shiomoto.
Proposition One, the
legalization of marijuana,
Watergate, and the closing of
state hospitals were some of
the topics discussed by the
senator.
Q. What are the benefits of
the two-year legislative
session?
A. Because of 20 million
people and the state’s growth
problem there naturally has
been a great deal more for
the legislature to do. Last
year, in an attempt to find a
more orderly way to conduct
our legislative business, we
a
ballot
introduced
proposition, which the people
voted for, to go to the twoyear session that Congress
uses. This way a bill would
stay alive for a two-year

period and we will have
definite interim periods on
the calendar which hopefully
we use to plan our work a
little better.
Q. How would you evaluate
the performance of the
legislature this past session?
A. There were a number of
disappointments but I don’t
know that it was all the fault
of the legislature. Much of
the failure to act in some
areas is directly due to the
political partisanship on the
part of the governor who
vetoed a number of our bills.
The legislature has been
severely criticized for
failure to reapportion itself
but on three separate occasions we passed reapportionment bills which were
vetoed by the governor.
Q. What is the major
problem that California
faces?
A. The major problem
California faces is the
conservation of its natural
resources. We have to
balance the needs for conservation of our resources
with the demands of our
economy and the need to
provide jobs for all of our
people.
Q. Do you think governmental control is necessary
for energy conservation?
A. Stringent governmental
controls are absolutely
necessary. I think the major
oil companies have far too
much power and influence.
The government should from
a semi-public agency and
take over the importation
and development of our oil
and gas resources and then
allocate the crude oil and gas
to private industry for
refinement and distribution.
Under our present circumstances we have, in fact,

Research posts

offered to students
The California Heart
Association is offering
student research associate
positions to encourage gifted
science students to consider
careers in cardiovascular
research.
Applicants must be attending a
college
or
university in California or be
a resident of the state.
Preference in selection will
be given to students with
superior academic standing
who will have junior or
senior status for the first
time in the fall of 1974 and
have completed course work
in biological and physical
sciences.
Students interested in
applying should write to,
Robert W. Popper, M.D.,
Chairman Student Research
Sub-Committee,
Training
Heart
California
Association, 1370 Mission St.,
San Francisco, 94103.
The letter should request
the official application blank
and should give as reference
the name and addresses of
two sponsoring teachers
most familiar with the
student’s work, at least one

of whom must be a science
teacher.
The student should also
arrange to have official
transcripts of all college
work completed sent directly
to the sub-committee.

Sen. Alfred Alquist
the oil companies dictating
our foreign policy. The
major concern of the United
States in the Middle East is
over those oil resources. I
don’t think this much influence on the national interest should be left to
private industry.
Q. Do you support Measure
A, the Santa Clara County
Sports Arena?
A. Yes, I think the
economic and recreational
value outweigh any added
environmental harm.
Q. What are your sentiments towards Proposition
One, (the governor’s tax
initiative on the Nov. 6
ballot)?
A. Proposition One is not a
reduction in taxes; it is a tax
shift which would shift the
burden from the most
progressive of all taxes, the
income tax, based on the
ability to pay, and put it back
on the most regressive of all
taxes, property and sales
tax. This would mean that
the state would no longer
assist in financing many of
its present programs. If
state revenue declines, the
state’s share of assisting
local schools will also decline
meaning a local property
tax increase. More important to you ( college
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program for the mentally ill
here at Agnews and I’m sure
you young people at SJSU
can see first hand the results
of that. You have 1,000
former patients living in a
square-mile area. The care
provided for them in the
residential homes is far from
adequate. They don’t have
the medical and social
supervision
or
the
psychiatric treatment that’s
necessary to help them.
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students ), it would probably
mean state support of
California state universities
and colleges will decrease
and the schools will have to
turn to the students to makeup the difference through
tuitition.
Q. Why are the arguments
by the proponents and opponents of Proposition One
so varied?
A. Let me point out several
separate issues which should
indicate to you that Gov.
Reagan is not telling the
truth or rather he is telling
half-truths. He said he is
putting it ( Prop. one ) on
the ballot because the
legislature wouldn’t act. If
he had wanted a real
expression of the opinion of
the voters he would have put
this proposal on the June
ballot and it wouldn’t have
cost anything. There is a
June election anyway. He
would have gotten a 70 to 80
per cent turnout of voters.
But instead he insisted on
gathering signatures and
setting up a special elec-

A. The powers that the
executive
branch
has
assumed has been due to the
dereliction of Congress in
asserting its rights. There
needs to be a separation of
powers but President Nixon
has given us the most immoral, corrupt and incompetent government in
history. I think we are on our
way to restoring a more
reasonable
balance of
powers between the three
branches. Certainly the
members of Congress are
realizing they’re going to
have to undertake a more
responsible role.
Q. Do you support Gerald
Ford for vice president?
A. No. I mean I would have
if he didn’t come out in such
blind support
of the
President in saying the
President has the right to
defy the courts. If that is his
feeling then he is not fit to be
vice president. I think that it
was President Johnson who
said that the biggest problem
with Jerry Ford is he played
too much football without his
helmet on.
Q. Do the communities
have the manpower and the
facilities to accomodate the
mentally retarded and
mentally
ill
patients
resulting from the closure of
state hospitals?
( Alquist has served on a
select committee on the
proposed phaseout of state
hospitals.)
A. They are far from
ready. They closed out the

THERE ARE OVER 200 POSITIONS OPEN

470 APARTMENTS PRESENTS..

Complete

Maui Lipton

tion for Nov. 6, which will
cost the property tax payers
$20 million in added costs.
The average turnout in a
special election is 2510 30 per
cent. By putting it on a
special election he can get
out friends of his who have
the same political philosophy
- the wealthy upper middle
class.
Q. Do you think the voters
will pass Proposition One?
A. I think it is quite likely
to pass. People get concerned about taxes without
stopping to think that taxes
go to pay for essential services. The problem is all of
aren’t
services
these
essential to all of the people.
Q. Would you support a
petition to lower the drinking
age to 18 years and would
you support the legalization
of marijuana?
A. I would support, and
have voted for, a proposal to
put on the ballot the lowering
of the drinking age to 18. If
we’re going to consider
people adults at 18 they
should be adults in all
categories. I oppose the
legalization of marijuana but
I would favor, and have
voted for, a modification of
the penalties involved. I see
no need to create another
social probelm which the
legalization of marijuana
would certainly bring about.
Q. In your opinion what
caused the Watergate incident and how can similar
incidents be avoided in the
future?
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Plight of great whale displayed in exhibit

Larry Foster’s ’Beached Sperm Whale Calf’

Nicole Bengiveno

Fine Arts
Touring choir students reminisce
with European costumes and culture

By Terry Brinkerhoff
"Man’s increasing attention to the great whale
has only resulted in more
efficient ways of killing
them."
This is the attitude of artist
who’s
Foster,
Larry
sculptures and drawings, in
the S.U. Art Gallery through
Nov. 14, reflect most of the
information known about the
dying species of whales,
dolphins and porpoises.
A "Beached Sperm Whale
Calf" centered within the
"General Whale" collection,
displays the complicated but
subtle form of the gentle
giants. Highlighted by
illuminating panels, Foster’s
"Calf" is an exact replica of
a stranded whale found on
the Pacific coast.
Hitching a ride
Lightly rendered drawings
such
as
"Mesoplodon
Swimming" can also be seen
in the exhibit. It’s tranquil
scene depicts the enormous
size of a whale contrasted
with two divers hitching a
ride.
A fiberglass cast of "Mr.
Porpoise Takes A Back
Seat" hangs helplessly on
the gallery wall portraying
another victim of a greedy
fisherman’s rope.
Foster’s additional works

sculpture and red python
pistol
with
headpiece
packing green antis.

masterpiece of imagination,
"osiris" is a fictitious green
character, wrapped in grey
beets,
bandages, with
carrots
and
radishes
growing out of its body.
Appealing to the makebelieve world of us all
God"
’’Bull
Gilholly’s
combines a three-tongued

describe his ecological
concern for this endangered
species which has teetered
near extension since the last
century.
The Hollywood escapades
in John Hunter’s lithographs
provide a humorous touch to
the rest of the exhibit. His
mockery of "the real people
in
Hollywood"
places
distorted cartoon characters
in
unbearable
situations.
"The Day The Kids Took
Over," is one example where
tortured parents are tied to
chairs, cats are tied to fans
and decapitated dolls are
scattered throughout the
lithograph.
Hunter’s "Melrose and
Vine" shows a line of
deformed customers waiting
in a supermarket. Some of
the curious characters include a pig headed gentleman, a celebrity with long
side burns and shades and a
tall, bare busted cashier
chained to a harried box -boy.
Most
of
Hunter’s
lithographs are printed at
the Tamarind Lithography
Workshop in Los Angeles.
"Osiris" a mumified frog
by humorist-sculptor David
Gilholly, can be found
resting in the rear of the
ceramic
gallery.
A

Gilholly is famous for such
classical works of art as,
Brother
Wright
’"I’he
Frogs," "Frogs at Mount
Rushmore" and "Frog’s
Last Supper."
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30 Se. Central Campbell
Participating in the color
of
the
frivolity
and
European Day celebration
in the SJSU concert hall last
week were some 25 music
students who have toured
Europe over the past
summers.
"We just wanted a day set
aside to remember our stay
in Europe," explained Cathy
Wheat, president of the
Concert Choir.
Men clad in lederhosen
(suede shorts) and women in
skirts)
t fluffy
dirndls
reminisced of their experiences in Europe. Singing
in France, England, Austria,
Germany and Switzerland,

Camerata to perform

Marg Lipton

the group of students that
toured this year won first

place in the competition at
Hague, Holland, in which

over 15
ticipated,

countries

Richard Purvis, organist
and master of choristers who
served San Francisco Grace
Cathedral for more than 20
years, will be guest soloist
with the San Jose Camerata
Friday at 7:30 p.m.,
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
1710 Moorpark Ave., San
Jose.
The Camerata, a group of
musicians patterned after
the Renaissance Camerata
of Florence, Italy, will be led
by founder Eugene Stoia.
Admission is $1.50 for

DISCOUNT
PDI%

Never released
in the U.S.

Chaplin’s
look at America
in the 1950’s

:A kinq in
NewVii-k

works of famous authors and
the third member singing as
she played guitar.
Specializing in readers
theater, the three actresses
included Patricia Branch
Larson and Sandra Lewis
Nisbet,
both
SJSU
graduates.
The audience seemed
hypnotised
as
Denise
Livingston sang in the
"Spoon River Anthology"
read by Larson and Nisbet.
Her clear voice gave the
readers a strong background
supplemented
with
emotional and enthusiastic
acting.
Larson and Nisbet made
readings
of
Moliere’s
"School for Wives" and
other readings come alive,
as they were acted from
memory.
A humorous part in the
reading was of "The Two
Pots," where Larson read

"Equals make the best
friends." She and Nisbet
successfully imitated men.
Nisbet’s expressive facial
and hand gestures added to
her performance in the

par-
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Mutual Life Ins. Co.
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Co-Respondents ’delight’ with readings
By Debbie Tennison
A delightful performance
centered around women and
equality
was
staged
yesterday in the S.U.
Umunhum Room for 40
onlookers by the CoRespondents female acting
company.
The presentation was an
unusual approach to
entertainment,
with two
company members acting
out readings drawn from the
SJS First Premier!
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SJSU Sailing team readies for NorCal Regatta

Regatta rictorv

Sailing takes 1st
By Ed Moore
SJSU’s sailing team breezed into first
place in the Northern California Intercollegiate Series No. 1 Regatta, in the
waters east of Redwood City, Saturday.
Though the team has never, in its seven
year history, had any sort of funding, it has
managed to win the Northern California
championships three times in the past
seven years.
"We have never received funds from the
school," said Bill McMurrary, the team’s
president, "and the lack of funds is hampering our participation in the season.
"U.C.-Berkeley, U.C.-Santa Cruz and
Stanford came in ebind us in this meet, and
they’re all receiving some sort of aid either
th rough the school or through donations."
The five man core of the team pays
registration fees, gas, food, riggings and
general maintenance costs out of their
pockets. It amounts to about !300 overall.
"Sails, for instance, are only good for
three seasons due to stretching and the change of shape from the wind," said
Richard Gee, 1971 :FJ; champion.
The sailing season may end soon at SJSU.
"It use to be t hat o ne school could only

enter one boat. But this year, each school
can enter as many boats as they like," said
McMurrary.
"This obviously hurts our chances for
winning, It favors the schools that give their
teams money."
The new rules, the lack of money and the
constant winning of the team sh ould seem
inconsistant.
A winning team is usually funded, more
equipment is usually purchased to replace
the old, and then it usually has the basics for
winning.
At SJSU, at least for the sailing team, it’s
different. It doesn’t have the equipment, yet
it’s winning.
Saturday’s regatta was the first in a series
of eight races designed to single out this
years’ Northern California champion.
The defending champs are looking for
more people to participate in the races.
Those intereseted should come to the team’s
meeting on Wednesday, at 7:30 p.m. in ED
100.
Dan Ouellet will represent the Spartans at
Lake Mead this Saturday against Stanford,
U.C.-Santa Cruz, University of Southern
California, U.C.-Irvine and U.C.L.A.

Spartan judokas open
’73-74 season with loss
The SJSU judo team
opened its 1973-74 campaign
last weekend with a 99-27 loss
in the annual Alumni tournament.
Led by Dan Kikuchi
( heavyweight) and John
Baggot ( 154 pounds), the
Spartan judokas met the
toughest alumni team yet,
composed of many former
SJSU national judo champions.
The Spartans traveled to
Los Angeles Sunday, for the
Southern California
Star
All
Invitational

Championships.
SJSU judomen Cal Kitaura
( 139 pounds), Peter Mundo
(165 pounds, Kikuchi and
Baggott all turned in fine
performances in giving
Coach Yosh Uchida an "idea

of our future strength."
The Spartans are the
defending national champions, and have won the
National Collegiate Judo
Championships twelve years
in a row.

Presented by A.S.
191‘), Ainerit.3 4anted a White Hope to lake
this Irian
championship and his pretty white girl
And to wipe the grin oft his big black face.

s

By Paul A. Stewart
The Spartan grid squad, a
15-0 winner over the
University of New Mexico
last Saturday night, can win
the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association crown for the
second time in three years,
by defeating San Diego State
University this Saturday
night at Spartan Stadium.
SJSU, currently 4-3-1
overall, has a 2-0-1 league
record, as compared to a 1-0
ledger for the Aztecs. A
Spartan victory would clinch
the PCAA title for the
Rogersmen. However, a win
by SDS would all but assure
them of the championship,
since the Aztecs are expected to beat Long Beach
State and Fresno State
handily in their remaining
PCAA contests on Nov. 10
and 17.
"This is our championship
week," understated first year head football coach
Darryl Rogers. "We hope
things work out for us. We
hope the kids are mentally
prepared to play an extremely fine opponent.
"The win over New Mexico
was important. We needed it
since we had gone three
weeks with two losses and a
tie."
The performances of the
SJSU defense and tailback Larry Lloyd against the
Lobos, in particular, were
significant.
The defense, bolstered by
performances by lineman
Dave Wasick and Charles
DeJurnett, linebackers Carl
Ekern and Larry Zajonc
and safety Clay Jackson,
turned in the Spartan’s first
shut-out since 1966. (A 24-0
drubbing of UC-Berkeley. I
"The defense played their

GUYS AND GALS! Join a coliege age
BALLET class at Eutratoa School of
for
Basic "technique’
Ballet
beginning dancers Small classes
Beverly
attention
individual
Eufracia Grant, Dor 241 1300
PRICES ARE BEST AT SAN JOSE
WATERBED CO. 454W Santa Clara
St 801 Almaden Ave
FRIDAY IT’S FRIDAY N1TE COF
FEE HOUSE Live music and
goodies 8 12 10th and San Carlos.
APPLICATIONS FOR AS PROGRAM
BOARD are now being accepted
Interested students should apply at
the Associated Students Office on the
Student Union
Leather craft tools & supplies.
Buckles, belt blanks, dye, rivets,
latOgo, purse kits. patterns, advice.
Orange Peal Craft Gallery 257 4298
YOGA. Indrvidual lessons Postures
suited to your body, health needs
and phrlosophy
Teacher
Craig
Wilson.
student
of
T K V
Desokachar, India
Call 327 5061,
Palo Alto
PARKING: 2 blocks from library $6.00
per month 293 4775
WEDNESDAY FLICKS "GREAT
WHITE HOPE" Oct 31 Student
Union Ballroom 2 shows 7 30 & 10
pm 50c Presented by A S
FRIDAY
FUCKS
HAS
RYAN’
DAUGHTER.
Marriage,
affaor.
retribution in Ireland 1916 with Robert
Motchum,
Trevor
Howard
Two
shows 7 & 10 pm Morris Darley Aud.
Nov
2
Presented by Alpha Phi
Omega 50c
ATTENTION: Chicanos who will be
taking Dec & Feb
LSAT tor law
school Prep course offered by the
Chicano Law Students Assoc of Univ.
Santa Clara, Monday eves 7 9prn
Classroom B, Bergon Hall, SCU For
questions call Chicano Attaors Office,
SC U. 984 4108
MASS IN AN EARLY CHRISTIAN
TRADITION EACH SUNDAY 8 00
PM NEWMAN CENTER 79 S 5th St
COME JOIN US,
FRIDAY NIGHT PAIRING+ Meet
new people learn to develop
meaningful
relationships
Awareness encounter group. 51
Sequoia growth center 17011 Martin
SJ Alt Frdys 8 pm 112, II 6, etc 288
8075

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
t.,
Student Refused 75 per cent OFF
FOR 35 GPA OR NON SMOKER
0233
Days
Eve
741
8873
948

The moechoomolded Delta boot of
fens a lol of comfort and control fon
the money Custom foam oor saw..
self mold Made of the finest oniec
Iron molded maternal, tor a ooedent
tit
NEVER WEAR OUT

CABER MONZA
PIONEER
PIONEER PRO
COMPETITION

$120.00
955.00
$50 00
119000
9160.00

RELIABLE.
FUNKY.
TRANSPORTATION! ’61
STA WAGON REBUILT
CAR B , 4 NEW TIRES
FOND
1300 or best offer
0031
Contury Cii. Present, A I. awrenr ro

Tiornar.

Marlcr Pitt Production

The Great White Hope
Starring James Earl Jones, Jane Alexander.
Produced by Lawrence Turman Directed by Martin Ritt
Screenplay by Howard Sackler based on his play

Two Shows
7:30 & 10 PM

Sk9eifte

50’

Se ifx4G
CmeiNG
’AC10,00944
TENNIS
grohiS
1020

W Son

October 31
Carlos.

San Joss, Calif 95126
295 5600

275-9100

LWed

Stutiont Union nallroons
1-

’t

’TIRED OF GETTING
RIPPED OFF...

California Financial Responskility Insurance for
Qualified Students, for Six Months, For as low as:
Singie

MFie

rage)

19.20

$110

21

$74

1-24

$74

Single Female
21
Married Male
2 1-24

CSIS
im

mi me on so

Iv ism

im

$40
$54
xvinuS

42049
8 8S6. 871hird St .

istiRFA
o Rocf

IN IN no

no us si

MI III MI

SAN JOSE FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
"ALL IMPORTED CARS REPAIRED & SERVICED"

Carl Ekern

AUTO
INSURANCE

Carburators

Brakes

Tune-up

Electrical

Engine Building

Transmissions
Differentials
COMPLETE SERVICES

LOW LOW RATES

A In,

ra

for
COLLEGE STUDENTS
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Lil

101%

TOWING

STEVE PEACOCK INS.

BODY WORK
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

(15% Discount with this Coupon)

365-0427
or
266-0183

PHONE 998-1452

100

SAN JOSE AVE

ROOMY
FALCON
ENG &
GOOD
call 293

67 TR4A
IRS
0
lye. Top con
dotoon best offer Call (415/ 323 73119
or 321 23E0 ex 4860
TIRED OF
AUTO INSURANCE
BEING RIPPED OFF? Call CSIS,
Auto
Student
originators
of
Insurance, who have been writing it
in their 9 Calif of Ores for over 6
years No student refused Call 2t9
8681 or stop by 404 S 3rd St . second
floor lord & San Salvador
’I14 Pont LeMns V6 overhead cam
Full power accessories, incl power
antenna 5500 Call 108 6071 Eve
Preferrable
’72 Volvo Station Wagon 10.000 miles
Extras, gong NI Sabbatical, most
sell Prot Mage 269 9116
196$ Falcon Stewin. Grt op 6 cyl
AT. P S, $375 ’70 Yamaha 150 Street
S330 Trade Jim TO 9105
’64 Des. 1300 pickup as is geed for
clutch. tran
New tires
parts
smossron engine par’s. Jon 2930117

PRIMALED ROOMMATES wanted to
Sinner . house. sound Pronf room. Call
296 6396 after
S.
Mar.,
Elena
weekends.
ROOMMATE WANTED: Share 3
berm house own room & private bath
279 1831
$80 mo. Call Misty
1 BORM. APT. clean L quiet. 6 rn0
agreement, 550 cleaning deposit $110
no water & garbage pd. 545 $ 11th
No 7 Call 275 9067

RN’S AIDES AND ORDERLIES. Full
or part time Best pay on Bay A, ea
Pick your hrs 793 0112

FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUTOMOTIVE

THE
CABER
DELTA

’intoand Mclaughlin In 1 ty’s Shopping (note,)

SAN JOSE, CA.

CLASSIFIED

CHARLIE CHAPLAIN FILM SERIES
"A King in New York" Sun Nov eh
Student Union Ballroom 2 shows. 7
8. 9 30 PM Students 51 Gen Pub
51 50 Presented by A S

FOR THE WEEKEND &
EXPERT SKIER iv

Charley
game
since
Harraway set the school
1965.
of
227
in
record
The senior tailback broke
his own school standard of 30
carries on one game wh ich
he established earlier this
season against Pacific.
Lloyd erased Harraway’s
mark of 159 carries in a
season ( Lloyd now has 175t
and has amassed 1,135
career yards rushing - one
of only six Spartans to break
1,000 yards.
The "Spartan Machine"
rolled up 409 yards in total
offense, its best showing of
the 1973 campaign yet.
Craig
Quarterback
Kimball, who completed 15
of 23 passes for 190 yards last
Saturday, broke Ivan Lippi’s
career record for pass attempts 1542) set from 196970.
Kimball now has 546 attempts, eight games into his
junior year. The Spartan
chucker also tied Danny
Holman’s career standard of
com270 completions,
piled from 1966-67.

( New Mexico) wishbone well
in this game," commented
Rogers.
Lloyd, who rushed for 172
yards in 31 carries, recorded
his best game in three years
for the Spartans, enroute to
gaining the most yards in a

DRIVER, STOCK CLERK Energetic
vOung man to work on Cold Storage
Warehouse, & to make occasional
light deliveries Must know city well.
&have good driving record Steady.
part time work $2.25 hr 298 4900,
Mrs Emrn
WANTED, Girl to clean duplex in
campus area Reasonable pay. 374
6359
nude
COEDS
WANTED
for
photography Beginners OK! Call
259 0196

Most maim’ brands of quality stereo
components avaolable at dealer cost
plus 10 percent Additional discounts
available On guaranteed used
equipment periodic specials below
dealer cost 252 2018 after S p m.
&
EQUIPMENT
WINEMAKING
SUPPLIES Open eves & weekends
also complete selection of foreign &
domestic wines & beers BODEGA
OF SPAIN 1040 N. 4th 2907436
CAMERA, Kowa Six SLR 0. sq with
85MM E2 8 lens. Like new, 5195. Ph.
867 1948

PROFESSIONALLY CLEANED
APARTMENTS. 7 bedroom $135 3
bedroom 5165 678 S 10th St 295 5144
LA DONNA APTS 1 bedroom aptS.
turn 5130 unfurn. $125 w w new
carpets Quiet, near campus. 285 S.
4th St Call Ben, 788 0383 or John 356
5708
WILL SHARE my 2 story home war, a
serious male student. 5100 mo 3
miles from campus After 6 pm 226
6481
GARDEN STUDIOS: S109 & 5119
Laundry, off street
Four pools
Parking 1319 Sunny CI Walk, Bike.
Drive or Bus to SJSU 797 1700

HOUSING

BLACKLIGHT POSTERS
51 50.
BLACKLIGHT BULB AND FIX
TURES COMPLETE 4 FOOT 52395
1 FOOT SI8 95 AND 18 INCHES
511.99, STROBE LIGHTS 519 99, GAS
GLO BULBS 5350. PATCHES 75c &
UP,
LEATHER
GOODS
&
BINOCULARS
INSENSE
75
STICKS 290 PIPES 51 00 & UP,
INDIA BEDSPREADS S595 & UP.
T.SHIRTS 5200 EACH. IRON ON
TRANSFER VARIETY 75c EACH
BROOKS, 80 E San Fernando 1 Blk
from SJSU Phone 2920499
BARGAINS Old Pottery old iewelry
cuct
frames books turn appl..
clocks clothes tools rad,os records
trunks etc Thousands of items to
cheese from
THE LOST FLEA
MARKET open Wed. thru Sun
FREE park & admission 1940 S 1st
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40c per
Pound Any amount Phone 293 2954

ROOMS ACROSS THE CAMPUS,
Boys 468 S 6th St & 99 S. 9th from
$60 shared or S79. pvt Girls 182 5
10th from $65 my
Utilities Pd
Elegant rooms newly decorated,
apply after 4 pm or call 295 8514
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Co ed
All facilities for students 79 50 sh to
10930 single. 202 S 11th Phone 793
7374.
HOUSE Well
FERNANDO
SAN
located for serious students Maid &
Color Tv Kitchen,
linen ser v
parking 69 50 to 8980 237 E San
Fernando 793 6345
TOWNHOUSES, 2 EkIrm Sins rnO.
New carpet, swimming 0001, air
free parking Si provate
cond
balcony Perfect choic, 51 S. 19t
Mgr Apt 3 call Cliff 295 3962
Female Roommate Own room I
bath 573 75 call 797 5168 NOW!
3 BDRM. FURN. APT w w carpeting
AEK, $225 695 S Ilth 275 1974
WILLOW GLEN WEST APTS. Would
he, line quiet place to live L study.
room,
pool, saunas. Yen
Swini
All the
pleasant spacious grnds
2.3
Barn,
features.
modern
townhouses Starting 1.175 10 min
frorn campus 2118 Canoes Gardens
ad ern.oRmds 2w66a I, 4 ,7
MEANveL aartg l d

PISCEAN & CO. has sorne of the nicest
stores for your complete waterbed
needs FACTORY DIRECT to you,
complete heated king sae bed as !Ow
as 5103 Four locations
I. 331N. 1st
287 7030 2 1528 W San CarlOs 194
1455. 3 Cupertino K Mart CnIr I001
Sara Sunnyv de Rd 996 1413 4
Oakridge Mall on Blossom Hill Rd
225 8221

cheerful
wall carpet, furnace heat & Wilde
entrance 406 S Ilth St.

OLD ENGLISH SHEEP DOG PUPS. 6
Weeks old, AKC Registered, $100
Call 7176601
555.
WATERBED
QUEENSIZE
mattress, frames, loner 125 Yamaha
5140 2 Honda 350 carbs 51210 295.
1408

Quiet Irg rooms,
1 EldrmS
W W

APTS. FOR RENT
furn
studios &

HELP WANTED
TALENTED songwriters & creative
groups wanted by Music Publisher
Producer Call (sou 2922222
MEN -WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! NO
roper
required
Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel Perfect summer
Send $3. fn.rr
lob or career
formation SEAFAX, Dept Jo P0
Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
96362
WANTED- PIANO PLAYER to play
with banio band lord tome music I
weekends Cal, 356 2404, Los Gatos

LOST & FOUND
LOST Golden Retriever puppy M. at
SJSU on Wed 10 24 He’s blond. big
fooled & has brown collar Under
Vet’s care He needs us& we need
him 941 7879 CASH REWARD

PERSONALS
UNWANTED
HAIR
REMOVED
PERMANENTLY Abs E
Santa
811 794 4499
Clara Street Rrn
Nan telle
FRIDAY FLICKS HAS RYAN’S
affarr,
Marriage,
DAUGHTER!
retribution in Ireland 1916 with Robert
Two
Howard
Mitchum, TreVOI
shams 7 L 10 pm Moors Dailey Aud
Presented by Alpha Pho
Nov
2
Omega 50c
DATING: COMPUTER STYLE
Complete information, applocatron
write New Friends, POB 22693L,
Tampa, Fla 33612
ESCORT SERVICE Need an escort?
occasion
for
any
Call
Vince
Reasonable rates 964 9707

cBdarrprnets$13sOwiSrntudp7osl’slr00ec 620 S.. 9thI
St S.J
GIRLS: 1 berm fury apartment 1130
3 bdrrn furnished apartment SI65 1
Won
furnished apartment SII5
Studio apartment furnished $100 All
blk
apartments reduced
2
SJSU
449 So 10th St 10 a m 2:30 p.m

Disabled man desores female morn
parson to help hr., with apt roarro
in exchange for FREE RENT. Call
after $ PM, Bryan Hail 298 2308

$128 4 mrn drive from SJSU 1 berm
unfurn apt W W carpet, drapes,
laundry lac
Small pet OK /48
Forestdale Ave Nn 3 293 1066 Or 294
5840

PHOTOGRAPHY WEDDINGS S88
Advertising,
FREE color slides
Portraits, PR 275 0596
STUDENT
TYPING
NEAR
MERIDIAN & CURTNER EX
PERIENCED 265 2134
TYPING,
FAST,
ACCURATE,
ELECTRIC, CALL 377 514? AFTER
1200 pm MARCIA REYNOLDS
TYPING OF ALL KINDS fast, or

MEN & WOMEN DRIVERS tor ice
cream, randy, soft drink route
Arrange a work schedule corn
datable with class schedule 30 to SO
per cent corron Tropical be Cream
CO 130 Race St 797 4226

curate and dependable

I. 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS. fOr rent,
turn & Mum near SJSU. call 293
7796 or 294 9535

Ernmerrch

lines

SI 50

w
Ides

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to split
rent 165 ea Across from Togo’s
Call 998 1453, 12 11 30 pm & after
30

fie ,
dmo

225

240

250

35

200

2 SO

275

290

300

35

5

Imes

250

300

325

340

350

35

6 lents

300

350

375

390

400

15

SO

SO

50

50

SO

fro., ,

Am.)
11101 LW ma Tessa

Cnn

Alice

RENT SPECIAL
FOk
TV’S
STUDENT RATE $10 00 per month
Cell 3772935

EUROPE -ISRAEL AFRICA
Studer,
flights all year round
CONTACT
ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd
Apt’
No 4 L A Call 90049 TEL
1213,
826 9669 or 17141 787 3010
FLYING SOON? Well -It pays to be
young with TWA" Your TWA
Bill
Campus
Representative
Crawford 1715 72671 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at II OT,
rent Off wIth TWA Youth passport &
Take up kr 74 months to pay with
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 275 7767 for information after
5 00 for reservatrOnS call 299 6600
or your local travel agent
PILOTS GROUND SCHOOL. 4 day
course. Nov 10. II, 17. 18. peioate
$60 Comm VS Taught by certified
lit & grnd instructor Bob 2178230

P,

nel

t

Nenie

Ile.
-

Check a Classification
P Moe Nextril
4."...Tments
0 Autronntov
LC] F or Sala

RESEARCH
Editing

Print Your Ad Here:

200

Moornien

Mrs

AND
Typing.

TRANSPORTATION

Santa Clara

101.1 ono

Mrs

4 lines

a, 0 add,
,,nai role
Add

WRITING
Assostance
727 3993

tree
TV OR STEREO,
RENT
delivery, free service Cali Esche’s
/51 2598
ALL KINDS OF TYPING in rrIV Home
Reasonable Rates 264 4971

Classified Rates
’tan

Omega 50c
HAIRCUTS & TRIMS, ALL STYLES
10
ONLY 51 SO SAY GOODBYE
SPLIT ENDS CALL 287 2678
TYPING IBM. Near campus 717415’,

STUDENT TYPING 65 cents per Pelle
close to catelno, Phone 998 1869

Room

W POT PRIV U1.1,
block
from campus 79 S Sth, 57S we $60 if
willing to give 4 Ms daily phone
coverage

Australia,
JOGS
OVERSEAS
Europe, S America. Africa, etc
Students all prolessionS & 00
cupatoons 1700 to 53003 monthly
Expenses paid, overtime Free
Write
trans world
information
research co dept SI. P0 Box 603.
Corte Madera. CA 94925

2497604

"SPROUTS" SANDWICHES
All
kinds for lunch & dormer
Open
Sundays 172 E San Salvador near
the University
PRE ’SCHOOL CHILD CARE PLAY
GROUP 7am to 6 pm Willow Glen
S4 5 pm day or 75 cents hr 266 5063
PISCEAN & CO. comes thru with
complete
bicycle
(10 speed
specialists) parts. sales & service at
student prices. nearby. Friendly
helpful service We carry PoScean.
Bridgestone,
Regina,
Ross,
Mossberg, Magneet 331 N 1st 287
7030.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Dissertations
Reports
Master’s
Marianne Tamberg
137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 3564740 Los Gatos
FOLK GUITAR WORKSHOPS to
Benefit the united Farmworkers
and the San Jose Peace Center will
start Nov 7 and Nov 11 FEE is 515
for 8 wks. For more info call 797 2799
or 297 5661
PHOTOGRAPHY
BRIDAL FAIR
HIGH quallty wentdono pnotooraPnY
for LOWEST Bay area rates 588
oncludes gold & white aiburn 60
color prints Of your choice full Set Of
ALL
slides
BRIDE
KEEPS
NEGATIVES
Extra full color 8 X
Staff
of
70
11.75 each
photographers
Make
an
ap
pointment see our samples
then
decide Open every evening until 10
pm for FREE Bridal Packet Call
15/ 3161
FRIDAY FLICKS HAS RYAN’S
affair,
Marriage.
DAUGHTER I
retribution in Ireland 1916 with Robert
Two
Howard
Mitchum, Trevor
shows 7 & 10 per Morris Dailey Aud
Presented by Alpha Ph,
1
Nov

SERVICES

LARGE STUDIO apartment 595
Medium 1 Bedroom apartment 5120
Large 2 bedroom apartment 5150
628 South 10th Street

PIANO ACCOMPANIST For vocal
Studio Able to play Arias & Songs
Westsode 379 1648
AM FM STEREO ELECTROPHONIC
Amp w slide controls & circular
black Ugh! dial 2 yr. old $125 374
2457.
Can edit
TYPIST.FAST, Accurats
Master’s etc
Near e, JCC
Mrs
7981101
Aslanian
TYPING: Reasonable, experienced &
tast
IBM Selectric with sYrnbels
font for technical typing No echtIng
Call 163 2739.
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News Briefs
implied (non the Associated Press

POW agreement made
NEW YORK Egypt and Israel announced an agreement
on a proposed exchange of wounded prisoners of war. Israeli
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan told the Israeli Parliament of
an agreement for an immediate exchange of wounded
prisoners.
As a first step. Dayan announced, Israel will release 70
wounded Egyptian soldiers. Egypt agreed to release the
names of all Israeli prisoners but will not release any until
Israel returns to the cease-fire lines of Oct. 22.
Approximately 450 Israelis are held by Egypt and Syria
while Israel claims to be holding 7,150 Arabs as prisoners.
In other developments. Washington announced Israeli
Premier GoIda Meir would confer tomorrow with President
Nixon after the President meets with Egyptian and Soviet
envoys.

Ford hearings may start soon
wAstiiNGT0N- Democratic congressional leaders made

it clear yesterday they are pushing for quick confirmation of
Rep. Gerald Ford, R-Mich., as vice-president.
Sen. Mike Mansfield, 0-Mont., the majority leader, and
House Speaker Carl Albert, next in line for the Presidency,
made their intentions clear at a news conference.
"I surely hope this nomination will be voted on in the House
before Thanksgiving," Albert said. Both he and Mansfield
denied there were plans to hold up the nomination.
Rep. Peter Rodino, 0-N.J., chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, said hearings on Ford’s nomination
may begin next week. The Senate Rules Committee begins
public hearings tomorrow. Ford will be the first witness.

Faculty fellowships
offered by Ford
’Hie changing role of
women in society is the topic
of research for a limited
faculty
of
number
fellowships being offered by
the Ford Foundation.
The awards, for the 1974-75
academic year, are designed
to enable faculty members to
be released from teaching
and other non -research
assignments for research of
their own choosing on a
relevant subject.
Direct applications are not

accepted. Nominations must
be submitted by department
heads or deans to whom the
necessary forms are supplied by the Foundation.
Requests for the required
forms or further information
should be addressed to The
Ford Foundation, Faculty
Research Fellowship
Program on Women in
Society, 320 E. 43rd St., New
York, N.Y. 10017.
Deadline for the filing of
applications is Jan. 4.

Star Trek club
in forming stage
To go where no man has
gone before" isn’t exactly
what Dale Zamzow had in
mind, but he does expect to
start a Star Trek fan
headquarters in the Santa
Clara valley in the near
future.
Zamzow, an aero-space
engineer, is one of three
business and professional
persons heading a steering
recruit
to
committee
the
for
members
organization.
Other such clubs are being
formed in the United States
and throughout the world,
and Zamzow expects that the
international
first
organizational meeting next
slimmer will show how many

clubs will be organized.
The Star Trek club is
designed as a forum to help
initiate an exchange of ideas
with other people concerning
the series. It will further
serve as a vehicle for
meetings with the cast,
crew, and authors of the
series.
In
addition,
the
organization
plans
on
building a Star Trek
museum here in the shape of
the star ship used in the
series.
Besides planning
international meetings and
tours, conventions regarding
Star Trek are also being
planned around the world.

Spartaguide
liii’ IS
BOOK TALK.
Mar driv the b ’tim by
William Ryan will te, doomed today at
:2 30 p Ci in ii.0111 A of the Spartan
,afelena
WEDNESDAY CINEMA present, ’ The
;real WIG,’ Hop,- in the S
Rallroom at
7 to .irol 1,, p it, A(11111,1011 IS W cents
At Ill Rigs 511.91.
West side Story NIesi, o to Alaska" will be shown in Morns
[’inlet Auditorium at 8p m Admission is III
1,,r A adonis and $150 for the general public

TONIGHT 8:30
at

HILLEL
441 S 10th St

HALLOWEEN
PARTY
50c
wear something

MON.FRI.

Open 6:15
SAT. -Sun. Open 5:45
Show Starts at 6:45

SEMINAR: Or Arthur Gear of Stanford
University will speak in PH 135 oil 30 p ro
(ThREC will have an Oktoberfest from 10
an until 1 pm in the campus barbecue
piLs
SIMS w,li have a free introductory lecture
on meditation at I p no m the S U
Guadalupe Room Admismon is free
FILM: The Holy Ghost People" will he
Shown at 2 30 pm at E5 Fifth St
HILLEI, will have a Halloween party at 411
S 10th St at 8 p m
THERSDAY
FILM: ’Look Out Sister" mu be shown at
7 10 pm 141.1C 111 Admission is 75 cents
DRAMA: ’ And Miss Reardon Drinks a
ltitle" will be presented at 8 pm in the
niversity Theater Thursday through
Saturday Adrnismon a $1 for student:, and
$2 far the general public
SIMS will have another lecture on
meditation at 8 p rn in MH 221
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
will nieet all 30 pm in the Student Chapel
POTI.t CK DINNER will be held in the
basement of the Anthropology Office at
Fourth and San Carlos streets at 7 30 pm
tiring food Guests are welcome
FRIDAY
FRIDAY FLICKS presents "Ryan’s
I niughter" at 7 and 10 p m in Morris Dailey
Auditorium Admission is 50 cents
CON( ERE A free ooncert will be held in
Concert Hall at It 15 pot
MECHA will lave a meeting at 3 p m inths
SU Guadalupe Room
DAN(’F. MF.CHA mU holds dance at I p IT1
in the S U Loma Poeta Room Admission is
11 50

Halos seen around objects

Photo process reveals startling observation
By Debbie Tennison
The mystical aura often
depicted in religious art as a
halo around saints may
actually exist. A new and
photographic
unusual
method, Kirlian, reveals
halos around many types of
living and dead objects,
including human forms.
Richard Szumski, SJSU’s
director of photography for
audio visual production
services, has been experimenting with the photo
last
since
process
Februaryand has made
some startling observations.
In a recent interview, he
referred to a photo he made
and
apricots
of two
that
the
hypothesized
amount of aura surrounding
an object may determine its
growth possibilities.
Auras differed
The smaller, less-mature
apricot in the photo had
more of an aura than tbe
older apricot, and the total
aura area of the smaller
apricot equaled the size of
the fully-developed apricot.
Pointing out another
observation, Szumski said
the aura around a person’s
finger changes size with
emotional change.
He said some believe it
may be possible to measure
states of anxiety through
Kirlian photography, which
would be a major diagnostic
advance in the treatment of
emotional disorders.
Physical disorders might
also be diagnosed in this
way, Szumski said, adding
that the Russians claim they
can do this now.
He said the Russians are
able to photography an
entire person with the photo
method which he explained.
Photography process
Basically, the process
involves placing the subject
directly on film and subjecting it to a high-frequency
electrical field. The subject
actually takes its own picture by the light it gives off.
Photos are produced in
total darkness without the
aid of a camera or a light
source separate from the
subject.
Working something like an
X-ray machine, the process
is patterned after the
Russians’ and is named after
its discoverers, Semyon D.
Kirlian and his late wife,
Valentina, investigators on
the subject for 30 years.
Szumski said he has used
the process since last
February, following a course
he took on hypnotism and

Ryan’s book
reviewed
Dr.
Jack
Kurzweil,
assistant
professor
of
electrical engineering, will
review William Ryan’s book
’Blaming thy Victim" at
oday’s Faculty Book Talk,
2:30 p.m. in Room A of the
Spartan Cafeteria.

Wade Howe

the Kirlian process produces
cannot be denied."
Explaining he has been
at
living
a
making
photography for 21 years,
Szumski said all his work on
the photo method is done on
his own time.
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parapsychology at Santa
Clara University wherein the
process was mentioned.
Method’s potential
Since that time, he constructed his own Kirlian
device. He has been exploring the potential of the
method by photographing
tidepool life, fruit, leaves,
bacteria and human fingers.
Although he admitted it’s
too early to have any conclusions, Szumski said he
wants to continue to study
the process.
He said he wishes he could
photograph an entire person
with the method as the
Russians have, but added
that the processing would not
be practical.
"To photograph a person,
you would have to put him on
a sheet of film as big as he is

and that’s expensive. You
would have to have big
electrodes, and besides, who
would volunteer?" he asked.
Szumski added that there
is a danger of shock if the
person moves while the
electrode is being turned on.
Death affects aura
Explaining
one
observation Russians made
when photographing an
entire person this way, he
said they found that a person’s aura begins fading as
he approaches death, then
slowly fades away to nothing
after death.
Szumski said he got
similar
results
when
photographing leaves of his
home-grown plants. He first
photographed what he
thought to be a normal,
healthy leaf
the
aura

surrounding the leaf was
evident.
He then photographed
other leaves, and one had no
aura at all. Soon afterwards,
AND
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"We’re walking distance
from the campus."

Late for class?
let Silva Texaco
park

your
car
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daily or monthly rates
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Bestsellers
Week of October 29, 1973
"JOHNNY, WE HARDLY KNEW YE,
by O’Donnell & Powers
Pocket Books
$1.95
JOURNEY TO IXTLAN, by Castaneda
Simon & Schuster
2.95
DR. ATKIN’S DIET REVOLUTION,
by Atkins
Bantam
1.95
*I’M OKAY, YOU’RE OKAY, by Harris
Avon
1.95
OPEN MARRIAGE, by O’Neill & O’Neill
Avon
1.95
DIET FOR A SMALL PLANET, by Lappe
Ballentine
1.25
’CALIFORNIA, by Cooley Avon
1.75
SEMI -TOUGH, by Jenkins Signet
1.75
’THE WATERGATE HEARINGS: BREAKIN AND COVER-UP
Bantam
2.50
"JOHNATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL,
by Bach
Avon
1.50
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LONG DRESSES -%-/
Just in time for the fall season,
ENCORE, LTD. has just made a purchase of
bankruptcy stock. These name brand
dresses normally retail for $24.95.
- Yours for ONLY $5.00 sizes 5,7,9, 11, 13
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286-13444

Figuring out math
problems is now as
easy as dialing a pushbutton telephone In less
time than Il takes you to
read this sentence, you
can add, subtract, multiply
divide, and get any answer
up to eight digits long
The Litronix is about as thin as a
slice ot bread its no bigger than a
dollar bill and lust as portable And it
solves everyday math
problems in seconds
Balancing the checkbook or the budget
figuring sales commissions interest rates.
gas mileage loan payments, or lust keeping
a running total as you

shop Its a solid-state
calculator with all the
features you normally need - a decimal selector (tor 2
or 4 places) a Clear Entry key (so you can erase your
last entry without disturbing the previous
total) an overflow indicator. etc It runs
up to 30 hours on three AA penlight
batteries or. with an
adapter. on house
current as well
Send for the new
Litronix today
And save up to
$4000 over other
pocket calculators

1468 W. San Carlos

(across from Lou’s Village)
<1..mat .1e, lot tOf

RATED ..13"
WALTER MAT THUA
"CHARLEY VARRICK"
FISTFUL OF DOLLARS"
"THERE WAS A
CROOKED MAN"

295 5959
If tied "VI"
.
II," features
"TRIPLE IRONS"
’FISTS OF FURY"
"BLOODY ORGY OF
THE SHE DEVILS"

Bated "Pri"
Pic hard Benjamin
"WESTWORLD"
alto
" SOY LENT G RE E N"

TROPICAIRE
No. 2
Paled "P"
Peter Sellers
"THE OPTIMIST."
"LADY SINGS"
THE BLUES"
"WHERE DOES IT HURT"

297-0463

SPARTAN BRIAR
PIPE

SJSU’s Richard Szumski captures ’halos.’

Sfuvreade

ENCORE, LTD.

the plant which the leaf
came from died.
While he said he is intrigued by the process and
its implications, Szuinski
said he is not sure what to
call the "halos" he has found
around objects.
Explanation of halos
"There are many who
dismiss them as being
nothing more than a longknown effect called corona,
but this explanation may be
as incomplete as saying
music is due to a long-known
effect called sound," he
explained.
"At the same time, there
are others who may be
reading more into the
photographs
than
be
justified at the present time
by claiming that the pictures
show the aura long said to
exist by psychics.
"Whether they are simply
corona or the mystical aura,
the intriguing beauty that
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